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YMCA RELATIONS TO THE ORTHODOX CHURCHES Relation with YMCA and Orthodox churches before 1955 is dealt mainly in three documents: The oldest is the booklet “Objectives, Principles, and Programme of Y.M.C.A’s in orthodox Countries“. This is a conclusion of unofficial consultations with World YMCA and Orthodox church  leaders in Sofia 1928, Kephissia (Athens) 1930 and Bucharest 1933. The others are two studies: Shedd’s 100-years history and Paul B. Anderson’s “A Study of Orthodoxy and the YMCA“ from 1963. It was meant for the internal use of YMCA’s in the present situation and can be classified under the label “popularised studies“. Anyway Anderson is regarded as “the leading authority of Orthodoxy“ at least in YMCA circles. Optional to these there are a short overview of Russian YMCA “With Faith in the Future“ by Michael Guskov in YMCA World 12/1995 and National descriptions in The YMCA’s of the World 1958.
Working paper

The first important note is that there is not one Orthodox Church or even a group of similar Churches but three groups. The biggest is the group that is in Communion with the Ecumenical Patriarchate and accepts the first seven ecumenical Councils Patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch, Constantinople, Jerusalem, Russia, Romania, Serbia, Bulgaria, the Church of Greece, the autocephalous churches of Georgia in USSR, Cyprus, Finland, Poland and Czechoslovakia - a total of fourteen. The second is those who rejected the decision of the Fourth Council and maintain the monophysite view and do not have organized unity The Coptic Church of Egypt, the Church of Ethiopia, the widespread Armenian Church, and the Syrian Jacobite Church, to which is affiliated the ancient Orthodox Church of South India and the remnant of the Nestorians, now known as the Church of the Assyrians.. The third Group is then Uniates who use the Eastern rite, but who acknowledge the Pope of Rome as final authority.  Anderson 1963, 9. 

The positive factor that influences to Orthodox attitude on relations is in the Orthodox theology: the idea that God’s Church is One is very important and Orthodoxes are not the first to withdraw in disagreements.  Anderson 1963, 12. The other positive factor was that Orthodox Churches in Balkan and Near East had been isolated by Moslems until the break of this Century For obvious reasons, in territories... of the expanding, and later receding, Turkish Empire, the Church fulfilled its mission just by being the Church for succeeding generations even against strong pressures. It was difficult for the Orthodox Churches in the Turkish Empire to  co-ordinate their efforts, whether by theological development or by meeting in synod or council. Yet, this was exactly the period of the expansion of the Roman Catholic Church, thanks to the explorations and settlements of Portugal, Spain and the Dutch. By the same token, the Orthodox were kept at home during the 19th century spread of Protestants missions. Anderson 1963, 10.. So there was need to build bridges to other Christians. 
The negative factors were on the other hand experiences of Western approach both in a form of ravaged Crusades and modern proselytizing Missionaries The heteredox may live side by side with the Orthodox so long as they do not try to win over the latter.  This is proselytizing, and the thing most distasteful to the Orthodox Church mind. Perhaps as a result of experience of dealing with the heteredox, who so often become aggressive, the Orthodox line has been chiefly that of defending the Church and the true path. One needs only consider history to understand this outlook: the Crusades first ignored, then sought to supplant the Orthodox; the Knights of the Sword sought to bring the Catholic faith by force to the people of Russia; the Unia of Florence, 1439, was enforced by the Polish-Lithuanian conquerors of the western Ukraine.  In modern times, Protestant missionaries have at first tried to reform or modernize the Orthodox or Copts, and then, growing impatient, have turned to “evangelizing“ (proselytizing) them to form separate churches, such as are now to be seen in the Near East Protestant and in the Mar Thoma bodies. Anderson 1963, 11. and on the other hand the old attitude towards Protestants as sectarians ...for many generations, the Protestants were simply looked upon as rebels against a schism.  This was not a double negative, to make a positive, but a double removal, further displaced by the Reformation breaking up into sects. When a sect appears  (even a “denomination“) it seems to represent an accentuation of human mind and will in a limited expression of Christian faith. Anderson 1963, 11..  

From YMCA side the starting point was that YMCA was at first a Protestant organization. So the work in Orthodox Countries began at the first among Western Protestants located in the country. It was India that pawed the way to Interconfessional and even Interfaith membership in 1890 when Madras YMCA was set up. That was open to all Indians. Davia 1992, 24. After that the idea grew slowly. In Russia the first Orthodox YMCA, called “Mayak“ was founded in 1900 in St. Petersburg Shedd 1955, 364. Anderson 1963, 18. Guskov 1995, 17.. When World Conference 1905 decided that the Interdenominational question is a matter that can be solved Nationally Shedd 1955, 425. In the same Conference Prof. Eliou of Robert College, Constantinople, proposed that the word “evangelical“ should be interpreted so that it would include also Orthodoxes and Catholics. Willis 1955, 691., there was a latent principle also for Interconfessional questions. The next steps were then on this line: In the same year a Japanese YMCA asked if it can take Orthodoxes as active members. In 1907 Plenary dealt the relations to Roman Catholic and Orthodox Churches. Willis 1955, 701, Anderson 1963, 20. One important year was 1911 when SCM Conference was held in Constantinople. To this Conference the Ecumenical Patriarch gave his blessing. “I consider such a conference to draw Christians into fellowship and co-operation as one of the most sacred causes, and I will help it in any way in my power. Rouse 1948, 154. Also YMCA work started there same year. Next year Executive Committee discussed with Mott about the work in Orthodox Countries. Mott felt that there must be connection to Orthodox Church and that there would be little change of success if YMCA works only as a protestant organization. Shedd 1955, 438. 
In Edinburgh 1913 the Delegates Commission paid attention to this question - although not making any decision. XVIIIth World’s Conference of Young Men’s Christian Associations. Report of the Committee of Delegates 1913, 2. This is the case: there is no certain resolution from which one could say that now YMCA opened its membership to Orthodoxes. It was a process and in Helsinki 1926 there was a remarkable ecumenical act: as a one resource-person Athenagoras led one Orthodox Morning-devotion and  pronounced  the Benedictus at the end of Ecumenical Communal service. Youth Faces Life 1926, 142, 151. Such modern explanations, that Athenagoras could participate because from the Orthodox view it was not a Holy Communion, are quite odd. In a possession of bishop man knows that he is blessing the people gathered to the Lord’s Table. Although something can be counted on behalf of “Conference Euphoria“ (=people do such things in international Conferences that they would never do at home) Athenagoras wrote 40 years later: “ However, that which aroused a striking impression within me was the spirit of ecumenicity during the plenary sessions of the Conference. and the spirit of Christian unity during the 5cr-vices of common prayer, in the beautiful Cathedral of the Lutheran Church of this city. These experiences contributed greatly to the formation of my thoughts and to a desire for the cultivation of unity among the various Churches of Christ, with their cooperation in a spirit of brotherhood, of forgetting the past, of abandonment of proselytizing and propaganda, and of the journey toward complete restoration of their relations.“ Athenagoras letter to Paul B. Anderson 24.4.1967. Published in World Communique October-November 1967, 10f.
 

But YMCA had also problems with its positive attitude: How the associations could appeal also those who have certain allergy to ecclestical organizations. Shedd 1955, 466. The other problem was the question of national identity. National minorities were often also of an other denomination and for them Orthodox Church represented the often oppressing majority. Such were, e.g., Hungarians in Transsylvania, Romania. Shedd. 1955, 483f. Also Finns had same kind of problems when World’s Committee proposed them to organize trough the Russian Movement (Finland was part of Russia until 1917). Shedd 1955, 365.

The second period in YMCA work in Orthodox Countries started in the I World War by work with Armed Forces. This got so much reputation that many monarchs E.g. Anderson 1963, 24f. The support of monarchs was remarkable especially in Romania, where Crown Prince Paul was National President. Larger values of International Collaboration of the Young Men’s Christian Associations 1938, 26. and Church hierarchies Archbishops in Saloniki and Athens were leaders of local YMCA. Anderson 1963, 22. In Korfu the founder of the association was no less than bishop (later Ecumenical Patriarch) Athenagoras. Letter from Athenagoras to Anderson. April 24, 1967. Published in World Communique September-October 1967, 10f.  asked YMCA to start also civilian work in their countries.

Work with youth, students and specially among Russian emigrants had positive influence to mutual relations. The work with emigrants led to the formation of YMCA Press and Orthodox Theological Academy St. Sergius in Paris in early 1920’s that came centres of Orthodoxy in the West. Guskov 1995, 17. Anderson 1963, 19, Rouse 1993, 605.

Although YMCA was in good mood in Orthodox countries, it raised also opposition and accuses against YMCA. Almost from this new beginning the YMCA became the centre of conflicting opinion in the Orthodox Church. The opposition was led by the refugee Russian Archbishop, who represented the YMCA as being anti-Orthodox, “Judeo-Masonic“, and in general a movement dangerous to the Church. Anderson 1963, 20f. That attitude was very alive still in 1992 when the author of this visited Sofia Theological Faculty with EAY delegation - we were welcomed with the banderol: “YMCA is a Free-Masonic organization.“ So it was quite natural that Sofia became the place of the First Consultation between YMCA and Orthodox leaders.

In the unofficial Consultation it was agreed about the principles of the YMCA work in Orthodox countries:
 1.	While recognizing the independence and autonomy of the Y.M.C.A., it is understood that in predominantly Orthodox countries the work of the Y.M.C.A. should be conducted in harmony with the principles of the Orthodox Church and in consultation with its leaders.
2.	To ensure this... there should be... qualified men, nominated and elected by the members of the Association, known to be acceptable to the leaders of the Orthodox Church.  In connection with the choice of the secretaries of the Y.M.C.A., the leaders of the Church should be consulted.
3.	... special methods should be devised, calculated to influence members of the groups to become loyal and active members of the Church.
4.	Orthodox groups are open to non-Orthodox young men who are interested in Orthodoxy; likewise non-Orthodox groups are open to Orthodox young men who are interested in the subjects with which they deal.
5.	All proselytising... should he discouraged and condemned.
6.	In Orthodox groups, the interpretation of the Bible should be carried on in full harmony with Orthodox doctrine...
7.	The general activities of the Y.M.C.A.... are open to... all, without confessional discrimination.
8.	...problems which may arise in the future should be adjusted in the spirit of confidence and goodwill characterizing the present meeting. Objectives, Principles, and Programme of Y.M.C.A’s in Orthodox Countries. 1933, 16f.
 
The Executive committee and Plenary confirmed the agreed understanding in their next meetings and authorised Mott to arrange further Consultation. The Ecumenical Committee which had been appointed by the Executive in March 1927 was constituted a Commission and requested to continue, in constant co-operation with Orthodox Church leaders, the study of Orthodox theological and philosophical thought. Willis 1955, 702.

If the Sofia Consultation was in quite hostile environment and situation, the second Consultation in Kephissia, near Athens, in 1930 was almost like a club-meeting. ... as compared with the hostile setting of the Conference of 1928, the Kiphissia (Athens) meeting of 1933 was a scene of friendliness and concord.   About fifty persons participated, including the Archbishops of Athens and Saloniki, Metropolitan Eulogius and Professor (later Archpriest) Zenkowsky, Bishop Cyril, now patriarch of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church, and other Orthodox hierarchies and theologians, the most prominent being Professor Hamilcar Alivisatos.   For the YMCA there was Dr. Mott, Dr. Alphons Koechlin, Dr. Erich Stange together with lay leaders and secretaries from Greece and the Balkan countries. Dr. Visser 't Hooft attended for the W.S.C.F.“ . Anderson 1963, 22.

In this conference the results of Sofia were revived. The main subject this time was the Lay responsibility in the Church. On this field the Consultation agreed:
3.	It is recognized that possibly the most distinctive contribution of the Y.M.C.A. has been the development of a deepening sense of responsibility on the part of laymen for the Church and its work in the world. Therefore, in the growth of this Movement in Orthodox countries, where the church has ever recognized the share of laymen in its life and work, the aim should be to place responsibility on laymen also for the development of the Association work.
8.	Owing to the unique influence exerted by students... and owing to the fact that the leadership of the Christian forces of tomorrow is so largely dependent upon students, it is of the utmost importance that the Y.M.C.A. adapt its programme and strengthen its leadership with reference to meeting this need...
9.	The Association, as desired by the authorities of the Church, should sound out the challenge to the best qualified young men, members of the Association, to devote their lives to Christian service as a life work  both in the priesthood and in other Christian vocations such as the professions of teaching, authorship, and the secretaryship of the Y.M.C.A.

It is noteworthy that in the report the Orthodox Mission Work was mentioned - in a time when Protestants normally regarded Orthodoxes more Missionary target than co-operative partners:
10.	The Association, in view of the fact of the previous marvellous missionary activity of the Orthodox Church, should take steps to make sure that the rising generation of Orthodoxy, in supporting their own Church, are afforded opportunity to respond to the challenge presented by the vast areas of need in the non-Christian world...

The results of both Sofia and Kephissia were accepted in Cleveland World Conference 1931. Resolution no.X: The Resolutions of the XXth World Conference 1931, 7.

In the series of YMCA-Orthodox Conferences, the next was in 1933 in Bucharest. The preparations of the Consultation were this time larger than before: Preparatory National Conferences were held in all Balkan countries and Mott had visited and conferred personally concerning the agenda and related plans with practically all those Patriarchs and leaders of the Orthodox Churches that was possible Objectives, Principles, and Programme of Y.M.C.A’s in Orthodox Countries. 1933, 3. For the obvious reasons he couldn’t visit the Churches in USSR.

The major theme of this meeting was Youth. It may be the first Orthodox Conference that concentrated in Youth problems. The produced paper was much longer than from the previous meetings. It starts with the analyse of the problems of youth in the area (I), lists the objectives of YMCA in Orthodox countries (II), draws the Governing Principles (III) and finally goes through the programme (IV). 
There are two interesting details. First a beautiful definition of YMCA:
III.2.The Association is not a Church, does not perform the sacramental functions of the Church, is not a substitute for the Church, but is a child of the Church, seeks to be of service to the  Church, and declares its unswerving loyalty and faithfulness to the Church. Objectives, Principles, and Programme of Y.M.C.A’s in Orthodox Countries. 1933, 7. Bolding by author.

And the role of YMCA besides the youth-work:
19.	The Consultation recognizes with gratitude that the Y.M.C.A. affords an opportunity for Orthodox Youth and its spiritual leaders to experience fellowship with Christians of the Western Churches for deeper mutual understanding and enrichment. Objectives, Principles, and Programme of Y.M.C.A’s in Orthodox Countries. 1933, 12. Bolding by author.

So it seems that YMCA was useful tool to orthodox leaders in two ways: it gave methods to reach youngsters in local level and channels for ecumenical contacts for the leaders.

The results of the Third Consultation were considered by the Plenary Meeting at Oxford in 1934, when the following resolution was adopted:
The World's Committee... endorses the findings of that Consultation, and requests the staff to give such help as may be desired by the different Orthodox Youth Movements in developing their work in accordance with the lines agreed upon in conference with leaders of the national Orthodox churches. Willis 1955, 704. Willis comments this resolution: Two further points relating to the satisfactory conclusion of these agreements call for mention here. In the first place, it was hardly to he anticipated that they would be universally acceptable to the leaders of the Orthodox Churches, and there was, in fact, a not insignificant minority who took exception to them, fearing that they would result in the weakening of the loyalty of Orthodox youth to Church and nation. In the second place, although they were fully reported to the World's Committee, it may well be doubted whether their implications were realized at the time by many as regards either doctrine or organization 

After that the YMCA relations with the Orthodox Church  have remained good. Athenagoras had become the Ecumenical Patriarch in 1949 Clement 1991, 63. and when Executive Committee held its meeting in Athens 1952, he sent his greetings and blessings to it. Willis 1955, 713 In Geneva Plenary 1955 it was agreed that:
A review of YMCA work in predominantly Orthodox countries should be undertaken, along with the study of its spiritual background, and the result of this submitted to the Executive Committee. Limbert 1955, 101.

In the process there were of course fears and zealotism on both sides but the Consultations showed their fruitfulness and at least on the top level there was mutual understanding of the role of YMCA. How it can be in other way when the “First among Equals“, the Patriarch of Constantinople, says when he visits World Alliance headquarters in Geneva 1967 (about the title of his published letter): 
"I see here in World Communique a  mistake: “Friend of the YMCA.“ I am not a friend, I am a member, and possibly one of the oldest members of the YMCA from 1919, about 50 years now, and all these years, I have been united to the YMCA. I came here just to feel at home and I do, with my thanks and gratitude for this opportunity to say to you a few words. I may say that part of what I am now, I owe to our organisation. I do not call it your organisation but our organisation.“ World Communique January-February 1968, 14.
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